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infiltrate the enemy ranks. The more she
discovers as a spy, the less certain she becomes
about whom to trust—and Sage becomes caught
in a dangerous balancing act that will determine
the fate of her kingdom. With secret identities
and a tempestuous romance, Erin Beaty's The
Traitor’s Kiss is full of intrigue, espionage, and
lies. An Imprint Book "Marital and martial
matters collide when brides and spies become
ensnared in a treasonous plot. . . . Sage is a
clever, contrary female protagonist who remains
realistic and likable, while her fellow protagonist
Ash is enigmatic enough to require a second
read. . . . Both epic and intimate, a semi–oldfashioned alternative to the wave of inexplicably
lethal superheroines and their smoldering love
triangles." —Kirkus Reviews "Complex
characterization, deftly layered adventure story,
and [a] balanced blend of political maneuvering,
romantic interludes, and action scenes."
—Kirkus Reviews "Beaty balances a taut web of
deceit...readers will be carried away by the
mystery." —The Bulletin of the Center for
Children’s Books (BCCB) "A debut novel that
blends fantasy, romance, and battlefield action. .
. . A slow burn YA fantasy with clever genre
mixing." —School Library Journal
Georgia Peaches and Other Forbidden Fruit Jaye Robin Brown 2016-08-30
"A sweet, sexy, honest teen romance that just
happens to involve two girls—all the more
charming for being so very ordinary.”—Kirkus A
Kirkus Best Book of the Year! A Chicago Public
Library Best Book of the Year! A Bustle Best
Young Adult Book of the Year! 3 starred reviews!

Sasha Masha - Agnes Borinsky 2020-11-10
Transgender author Agnes Borinsky deftly
explores gender identity and queer romance in
this heart-wrenching debut novel. Alex feels like
he is in the wrong body. His skin feels strange
against his bones. And then comes Tracy, who
thinks he's adorably awkward, who wants to kiss
him, who makes him feel like a Real Boy. But it
is not quite enough. Something is missing. As
Alex grapples with his identity, he finds himself
trying on dresses and swiping on lipstick in the
quiet of his bedroom. He meets Andre, a gay boy
who is beautiful and unafraid to be who he is.
Slowly, Alex begins to realize: maybe his name
isn't Alex at all. Maybe it's Sasha Masha.
The Traitor's Kiss - Erin Beaty 2017-05-09
"This is an action-packed, expertly plotted story,
drenched in double crosses and intrigue, with an
irresistible heroine and a sweet and sexy
romance. A late-breaking twist gives way to a
final act that will leave readers eager for
subsequent books in this planned trilogy."
—Publishers Weekly , starred review An
obstinate girl who will not be married. A soldier
desperate to prove himself. A kingdom on the
brink of war. With a sharp tongue and an unruly
temper, Sage Fowler is not what they’d call a
proper lady—which is perfectly fine with her.
Deemed unfit for a suitable marriage, Sage is
apprenticed to a matchmaker and tasked with
wrangling other young ladies to be married off
for political alliances. She spies on the
girls—and on the soldiers escorting them. As the
girls' military escort senses a political uprising,
Sage is recruited by a handsome soldier to
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Joanna meets the perfect girl for her and must
decide whether to break a promise that could
change everything for her and her family or lose
out on love in this charming young adult
romance that’s perfect for fans of Julie Murphy’s
Dumplin’ and Becky Albertalli’s Simon vs. the
Homo Sapiens Agenda. Joanna Gordon has been
out and proud for years, but when her popular
radio evangelist father remarries and decides to
move all three of them from Atlanta to the more
conservative Rome, Georgia, he asks Jo to do the
impossible: to lie low for the rest of her senior
year. And Jo reluctantly agrees. Although it is
(mostly) much easier for Jo to fit in as a straight
girl, things get complicated when she meets
Mary Carlson, the oh-so-tempting sister of her
new friend at school. But Jo couldn’t possibly
think of breaking her promise to her dad. Even if
she’s starting to fall for the girl. Even if there’s a
chance Mary Carlson might be interested in her,
too. Right?
Master of Murder - Christopher Pike 1992
When a series of mysteries plague his town,
misfit eighteen-year-old Marvin, the wealthy
author of teenage fiction under a pseudonym,
begins to believe that the tales of horror he has
been creating are not fiction after all.
Capricious - Gabrielle Prendergast 2014-04-01
Ella's grade-eleven year was a disaster
(Audacious), but as summer approaches, things
are looking up. She's back together with her
brooding boyfriend, Samir, although they both
want to keep that a secret. She's also best
buddies with David and still not entirely sure
about making him boyfriend number two.
Though part of her wants to conform to high
school norms, the temptation to be radical is just
too great. Managing two secret boyfriends
proves harder than Ella expected, especially
when Samir and David face separate family
crises, and Ella finds herself at the center of an
emotional maelstrom. Someone will get hurt.
Someone risks losing true love. Someone might
finally learn that self-serving actions can have
public consequences. And that someone is Ella.
Shark Girl - Kelly Bingham 2011-04-26
A teenager struggles through physical loss to the
start of acceptance in an absorbing, artful novel
at once honest and insightful, wrenching and
redemptive. (Age 12 and up) On a sunny day in
June, at the beach with her mom and brother,
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fifteen-year-old Jane Arrowood went for a swim.
And then everything -- absolutely everything -changed. Now she’s counting down the days
until she returns to school with her fake arm,
where she knows kids will whisper, "That’s her -that’s Shark Girl," as she passes. In the
meantime there are only questions: Why did this
happen? Why her? What about her art? What
about her life? In this striking first novel, Kelly
Bingham uses poems, letters, telephone
conversations, and newspaper clippings to look
unflinchingly at what it’s like to lose part of
yourself - and to summon the courage it takes to
find yourself again.
Love and Leftovers - Sarah Tregay 2012-01-03
Romantic and bittersweet, Love and Leftovers
captures one girl's experience with family,
friends, and love. Dragged to New Hampshire
for the summer, Marcie soon realizes that her
mom has no plans for them to return to Marcie's
father in Idaho. As Marcie starts at a new school,
without her ragtag group of friends called the
Leftovers, a new romance heats up, but she
struggles to understand what love really means.
Perfect for fans of romances like Anna and the
French Kiss and those by Sarah Dessen as well
as readers of poetry, Love and Leftovers is a
beautiful and fresh take on love.
I'm Not Your Manic Pixie Dream Girl Gretchen McNeil 2016-10-18
From acclaimed author Gretchen McNeil comes
her first realistic contemporary
romance—perfect for fans of Kody Keplinger’s
The Duff and Morgan Matson’s Since You've
Been Gone. Beatrice Maria Estrella Giovannini
has life all figured out. She's starting senior year
at the top of her class, she’s a shoo-in for a
scholarship to M.I.T., and she’s got a new
boyfriend she’s crazy about. The only problem:
All through high school Bea and her best friends
Spencer and Gabe have been the targets of
horrific bullying. So Bea uses her math skills to
come up with The Formula, a 100%
mathematically guaranteed path to social
happiness in high school. Now Gabe is on his
way to becoming Student Body President, and
Spencer is finally getting his art noticed. But
when her boyfriend Jesse dumps her for Toile,
the quirky new girl at school, Bea realizes it's
time to use The Formula for herself. She'll be
reinvented as the eccentric and lovable Trixie—a
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quintessential manic pixie dream girl—in order
to win Jesse back and beat new-girl Toile at her
own game. Unfortunately, being a manic pixie
dream girl isn't all it's cracked up to be, and
“Trixie” is causing unexpected consequences for
her friends. As The Formula begins to break
down, can Bea find a way to reclaim her true
identity and fix everything she's messed up? Or
will the casualties of her manic pixie experiment
go far deeper than she could possibly imagine?
This Is Sarah - Ally Malinenko 2014-06-27
When Colin Leventhal leaned out his bedroom
window on the night of May 12th and said
goodbye to his girlfriend, he never expected it
would be forever. But when Sarah Evans goes
missing that night, Colin's world unravels as he
transforms from the boyfriend next door to the
main police suspect. Then one year later, at her
memorial service, Colin makes a phone call that
could change everything. Is it possible that
Sarah is still alive? And if so, how far will he go
to bring her back?
Darker Still - Leanna Renee Hieber 2011-11
The Picture of Dorian Gray meets Pride and
Prejudice, with a dash of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde. New York City, 1882. Seventeen-year-old
Natalie Stewart's latest obsession is a painting
of the handsome British Lord Denbury.
Something in his striking blue eyes calls to her.
As his incredibly life-like gaze seems to follow
her, Natalie gets the uneasy feeling that details
of the painting keep changing... Jonathan
Denbury's soul is trapped in the gilded painting
by dark magic while his possessed body commits
unspeakable crimes in the city slums. He must
lure Natalie into the painting, for only together
can they reverse the curse and free his damaged
soul.
Case Studies in Child, Adolescent, and Family
Treatment - Craig W. LeCroy 2014-12-31
A detailed look at how to apply clinical theories
to social work practice Thinking through real-life
cases to make connections between theory and
practice is a crucial element of social work
education. Now in its Second Edition, Case
Studies in Child, Adolescent, and Family
Treatment contains a wide range of cases
described in rich detail by practitioners,
scholars, and researchers. Chapters represent
contexts and approaches across the social work
spectrum, so students will get to glimpse into
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the clinical experience of a full range of
professionals. With chapter overviews, case
sketches, study questions, and references for
further study, this book makes an invaluable
reference for social work students. Learning by
example is the best way to develop the skill of
clinical reasoning. Editors Craig W. LeCroy and
Elizabeth K. Anthony—two distinguished
scholars in the field of social work—have
brought together an impressive roster of
contributors who add their unique voices and
clinical perspectives into their insightful case
descriptions. Organized into five thematic
sections, Case Studies in Child, Adolescent, and
Family Treatment, Second Edition covers the
most important areas in social work practice,
including: Child welfare and adoption Individual
and group treatment School and community
settings Family treatment and parent training
With the updates in the Second Edition, students
will learn the most current lessons in social work
practice from a diverse range of scholars,
researchers, and practitioners in the field. In
contexts ranging from child welfare to
homelessness, this book provides the critical
thinking skills students need to understand how
social work theory applies in clinical
environments.
Tales from the Bully Box - Cat Woods
2014-11-06
Bullying stinks, but knowing what to do about it
can make things better. In Tales from the Bully
Box, you will find short stories about kids just
like you. They get bullied, and sometimes they
even bully. But most of the time, they are
bystanders who have to figure out what to do
when they witness the bullying all around them.
In "Hailey's Shooting Star," one-handed Hailey
proves her worth on the basketball court and as
a friend. In "The Eyes on the Back of My Head,"
you'll get to stare straight into Mike Mansky's
soul with a pair of super-secret laser eyes. Filled
with stories that take readers on a journey from
the classroom to summer camp and the
basketball court to the mall, Tales from the Bully
Box inspires kids to be the best friends they can
be.
Fan Art - Sarah Tregay 2014-06-17
A sweet contemporary romance about a boy who
falls in love with his best friend and the girls
who help them get together. Jamie Peterson has
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a problem: Even though he tries to keep his
feelings to himself, everyone seems to know how
he feels about Mason, and the girls in his art
class are determined to help them get together.
Telling the truth could ruin Jamie and Mason’s
friendship, but it could also mean a chance at
happiness. Falling in love is easy, except when
it’s not, and Jamie must decide if coming clean
to Mason is worth facing his worst fear. In Fan
Art, Sarah Tregay, the author of the romantic
Love and Leftovers, explores the joys and pains
of friendship, of pressing boundaries, and how
facing our fears can sometimes lead us to what
we want most. Fan Art is perfect for fans of
contemporary romances as well as novels like
Two Boys Kissing by David Levithan and Openly
Straight by Bill Konigsberg.
You Know Me Well - Nina LaCour 2016-06-07
You Know Me Well is a deeply honest story
about navigating the joys and heartaches of first
love, one truth at a time. Who knows you well?
Your best friend? Your boyfriend or girlfriend? A
stranger you meet on a crazy night? No one,
really? Mark and Kate have sat next to each
other for an entire year, but have never spoken.
For whatever reason, their paths outside of class
have never crossed. That is until Kate spots
Mark miles away from home, out in the city for a
wild, unexpected night. Kate is lost, having just
run away from a chance to finally meet the girl
she has been in love with from afar. Mark,
meanwhile, is in love with his best friend Ryan,
who may or may not feel the same way. When
Kate and Mark meet up, little do they know how
important they will become to each other -- and
how, in a very short time, they will know each
other better than any of the people who are
supposed to know them more. Told in
alternating points of view by Nina LaCour, the
award-winning author of Hold Still and The
Disenchantments, and David Levithan, the
bestselling author of Every Day and co-author of
Nick and Norah's Infinite Playlist (with Rachel
Cohn) and Will Grayson, Will Grayson (with John
Green).
Seven Ways We Lie - Riley Redgate 2016-03-08
In Seven Ways We Lie, a chance encounter
tangles the lives of seven high school students,
each resisting the allure of one of the seven
deadly sins, and each telling their story from
their seven distinct points of view. The juniors at
fan-art-sarah-tregay

Paloma High School all have their secrets,
whether it’s the thespian who hides her trust
issues onstage, the closeted pansexual who only
cares about his drug-dealing profits, or the
neurotic genius who’s planted the seed of a
school scandal. But it’s Juniper Kipling who has
the furthest to fall. No one would argue that
Juniper—obedient daughter, salutatorian,
natural beauty, and loyal friend—is anything but
perfect. Everyone knows she’s a saint, not a
sinner; but when love is involved, who is Juniper
to resist temptation? When she begins to crave
more and more of the one person she can’t have,
her charmed life starts to unravel. Then rumors
of a student–teacher affair hit the fan. After
Juniper accidentally exposes her secret at a
party, her fate falls into the hands of the other
six sinners, bringing them into one another’s
orbits. All seven are guilty of something.
Together, they could save one another from their
temptations—or be ruined by them. Riley
Redgate’s twisty YA debut effortlessly weaves
humor, heartbreak, and redemption into a drama
that fans of Jenny Han and Stephanie Perkins
will adore.
Where Dreams Descend - Janella Angeles
2020-08-25
"Vibrant imagery, jaw-dropping set pieces,
sizzling romantic tension, and unstoppable
heroine Kallia bring this ambitious debut novel
to spectacular life. Fans of Caraval and The
Night Circus will be delighted!" - Claire
Legrand, New York Times bestselling author of
Furyborn In a city covered in ice and ruin, a
group of magicians face off in a daring game of
magical feats to find the next headliner of the
Conquering Circus, only to find themselves
under the threat of an unseen danger striking
behind the scenes. As each act becomes more
and more risky and the number of missing
magicians piles up, three are forced to reckon
with their secrets before the darkness comes for
them next. The Star: Kallia, a powerful showgirl
out to prove she’s the best no matter the cost
The Master: Jack, the enigmatic keeper of the
club, and more than one lie told The Magician:
Demarco, the brooding judge with a dark past he
can no longer hide Where Dreams Descend is
the startling and romantic first book in Janella
Angeles’ debut Kingdom of Cards fantasy
duology where magic is both celebrated and
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feared, and no heart is left unscathed. "[A]
spellbinding melody of a book, and the true
magic is how Angeles puts all the best parts of
an enrapturing theatrical performance onto
paper and ink. From the gripping twists in the
first pages all the way to the final, heartbreaking
crescendo, Where Dreams Descend will surge
you to your feet in a standing ovation.” – Sara
Raasch, New York Times bestselling author of
the Snow Like Ashes trilogy
The Geek's Guide to Unrequited Love Sarvenaz Tash 2016-06-14
John Hughes meets Comic Con in this novel
about a teenager who is trying to get his best
friend to fall in love with him that’s an
“unabashed love letter and delightful inside joke
for comic enthusiasts” (Kirkus Reviews). Peter
Parker and Gwen Stacy... Archie and Veronica...
Althena and Noth... ...Graham and Roxy?
Graham met his best friend, Roxana, when he
moved into her neighborhood eight years ago,
and she asked him which Hogwarts house he’d
be sorted into. Graham has been in love with her
ever since. But now they’re sixteen, still
neighbors, still best friends. And Graham and
Roxy share more than ever—moving on from
their Harry Potter obsession to a serious love of
comic books. When Graham learns that the
creator of their favorite comic, The Chronicles of
Althena, is making a rare appearance at this
year’s New York Comic Con, he knows he must
score tickets. And the event inspires Graham to
come up with the perfect plan to tell Roxy how
he really feels about her. He’s got three days to
woo his best friend at the coolest, kookiest con
full of superheroes and supervillains. But no one
at a comic book convention is who they appear
to be...even Roxy. And Graham is starting to
realize fictional love stories are way less
complicated than real-life ones.
Love at First Book - Sarah Tregay 2015-06-24
Love at First Book is a sweet, romantic YA short
story in verse.From across the coffee
shopLorelei catches a stanzaof heart-stopping
description of a boy with a book in his back
pocket. And that might have been her last line if
he didn't leave it behind with a poem tucked
between the pages. A poem about a candystriper with bright hair and an angel's voice who
reads to hospital patients like Lorelei does.
B Is for Boston Terrier - Sarah Tregay
fan-art-sarah-tregay

2011-03-18
Follow Buck, a Boston Terrier, as he does his
favorite activities—from playing ball to walking
around the block. This picture book for the very
young introduces children to dogs with large,
bright illustration and encourages reading.
The Rules for Breaking - Ashley Elston
2014-05-20
Anna Boyd almost lost her life to get what she
wanted most in the world: freedom. But just
when it seems that her family has finally escaped
Witness Protection, the illusion that Anna could
resume a normal life comes crashing down. The
deadly man Anna knows as Thomas is still on the
loose, and now he's using her as a pawn in a
dangerous game with the drug cartel
determined to silence her forever. When Thomas
and a mysterious masked man capture not only
Anna but also her fragile younger sister and her
boyfriend, Anna decides it's time to break all the
rules—even if it means teaming up with the
lesser of two evils. Anna will do whatever it
takes to protect the people she loves and win her
life back once and for all. But her true enemies
are hidden in plain sight. Before long, Anna will
learn that putting her trust in anyone may be the
last mistake she ever makes.
Openly Straight - Bill Konigsberg 2013-05-28
A funny, honest novel about being out, being
proud... and being ready for something else.
The Midnight Zoo - Sonya Hartnett 2011-09-13
Master storyteller Sonya Hartnett crafts a
magical and moving fable about war and
redemption . . . and what it means to be free.
When the Germans attack their Romany
encampment during World War II, Andrej and
his younger brother, Tomas, flee through a
ravaged countryside under cover of darkness,
guarding a secret bundle. Their journey leads to
a bombed-out town, where the boys discover a
hidden wonder: a zoo filled with creatures in
need of hope. Like Andrej and Tomas, the
animals--wolf and eagle, monkey and bear,
lioness and seal, kangaroo and llama-- have
stories to share and a mission to reclaim their
lives.
Customizing Model Horses - Ashley Konichek
2015-09-02
Customizing Model Horses is the most in-depth
reference book currently available in the hobby.
Designed with the beginner in mind, this
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comprehensive guide is a must-have for the
aspiring equine artist! Step-by-step instructions
show how to paint over a dozen coat colors from basic shades like black, chestnut, and
palomino, to more intricate colors such as roan,
brindle, and appaloosa. Detailed etching
techniques are also covered, as are basic model
horse photography tips.
More Happy Than Not (Deluxe Edition) Adam Silvera 2020-09-08
A special Deluxe Edition of Adam Silvera’s
groundbreaking debut featuring an introduction
by Angie Thomas, New York Times bestselling
author of The Hate U Give; a new final chapter,
"More Happy Ending"; and an afterword about
where it all began. In his twisty, heartbreaking,
profoundly moving New York Times bestselling
debut, Adam Silvera brings to life a charged,
dangerous near-future summer in the Bronx. In
the months following his father's suicide,
sixteen-year-old Aaron Soto can’t seem to find
happiness again, despite the support of his
girlfriend, Genevieve, and his overworked mom.
Grief and the smile-shaped scar on his wrist
won’t let him forget the pain. But when Aaron
meets Thomas, a new kid in the neighborhood,
something starts to shift inside him. Aaron can't
deny his unexpected feelings for Thomas despite
the tensions their friendship has created with
Genevieve and his tight-knit crew. Since Aaron
can't stay away from Thomas or turn off his
newfound happiness, he considers taking drastic
actions. The Leteo Institute’s revolutionary
memory-altering procedure will straighten him
out, even if it means forgetting who he truly is.
Why does happiness have to be so hard?
Horse Images for Artist's Reference and
Inspiration - Sarah Tregay 2015-01-11
Be inspired to paint, sculpt, and draw horses and
model horses with this collection of more than
275 images of horses from around the world. A
model-horse customizer herself, Sarah Tregay
has assembled these photographs with the
artist's reference needs in mind—so you'll find
multiple photos of the same horse, views from
different angles and at different gaits, from close
ups to full-body, in-motion images. No images
cross the spine, so you won't miss a single
detail.And, when you've created your next
champion, bring this book to the model horse
show as a reference for the judge.
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Lies We Tell Ourselves - Robin Talley 2016-01-26
In 1959 Virginia, Sarah, a black student who is
one of the first to attend a newly integrated
school, forces Linda, a white integration
opponent's daughter, to confront harsh truths
when they work together on a school project.
The Professional - Kresley Cole 2014-05-06
He makes the rules . . . Mafiya enforcer
Aleksandr "The Siberian" Sevastyan's loyalty to
his boss is unwavering, until he meets the boss's
long-lost daughter, a curvy, tantalizing redhead
who haunts his mind and heats his blood like no
other. Ordered to protect her, Sevastyan will do
anything to possess her as well-on his own
wicked terms. Rules are made to be broken . . .
PhD student Natalie Porter had barely recovered
from her first sight of the breathtakingly
gorgeous Sevastyan before the professional hit
man whisks her away to Russia, thrusting her
into a world of extreme wealth and wanton
pleasures. With every day she spends under his
protection, she falls deeper under his masterful
spell. Are you ready to play? Yet all is not as it
seems. To remove Natalie from an enemy's
reach, Sevastyan spirits her into hiding. From an
opulent palace in Russia to the decadent
playgrounds of the mega-wealthy in Paris, the
two lovers will discover that even their darkestand most forbidden-fantasies can come true…
Previously released as The Professional - Parts 1,
2 and 3 as eBook exclusives.
Nil - Lynne Matson 2014-03-04
Transported through a "gate" to the mysterious
island of Nil, seventeen-year-old Charley has 365
days to escape--or she will die.
Fans of the Impossible Life - Kate Scelsa
2015-09-08
A captivating and profound debut novel about
complicated love and the friendships that have
the power to transform you forever, perfect for
fans of Nina LaCour and of The Perks of Being a
Wallflower. Mira is starting over at Saint Francis
Prep. She promised her parents she would at
least try to pretend that she could act like a
functioning human this time, not a girl who can’t
get out of bed for days on end, who only feels
awake when she’s with Sebby. Jeremy is the
painfully shy art nerd at Saint Francis who’s
been in self-imposed isolation after an incident
that ruined his last year of school. When he sees
Sebby for the first time across the school lawn
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it’s as if he’s been expecting this blond, lanky
boy with a mischief glinting in his eye. Sebby,
Mira’s gay best friend, is a boy who seems to
carry sunlight around with him . Even as life in
his foster home starts to take its toll, Sebby and
Mira together craft a world of magic rituals and
impromptu road trips, designed to fix the broken
parts of their lives. As Jeremy finds himself
drawn into Sebby and Mira’s world, he begins to
understand the secrets that they hide in order to
protect themselves, to keep each other safe from
those who don’t understand their quest to live
for the impossible.
Bunheads - Sophie Flack 2011-10-10
On-stage beauty. Backstage drama. As a dancer
with the ultra-prestigious Manhattan Ballet
Company, nineteen-year-old Hannah Ward
juggles intense rehearsals, dazzling
performances and complicated backstage
relationships. Up until now, Hannah has happily
devoted her entire life to ballet. But when she
meets a handsome musician named Jacob,
Hannah's universe begins to change, and she
must decide if she wants to compete against the
other "bunheads" in the company for a star
soloist spot or strike out on her own in the real
world. Does she dare give up the gilded confines
of the ballet for the freedoms of everyday life?
Isolated Horse Images for Artist's Reference
and Inspiration - Sarah Tregay 2016-03-21
Be inspired to paint, sculpt, and draw horses and
model horses with this collection of more than
250 isolated images. A model-horse customizer
herself, Sarah Tregay has assembled these
photographs with the artist's reference needs in
mind. So you'll find multiple photos of the same
horse, views from different angles and poses,
from close ups to full-body images. No photo
crosses the spine, so you won't miss a single
detail-all without distracting backgrounds. And,
when you've created your next champion, you'll
have a photo reference for the judge. "'Isolated
Horses: Images for Artist's Reference and
Inspiration' is indeed page after page of
inspiration. The variety of breeds, poses,
expressions and colors of horses makes this
collection of curated images a delightful musthave for any equine artist's reference library." Lynn A. Fraley, sculptor
How We Fall - Kate Brauning 2014-03-14
Ever since Jackie moved to her uncle's sleepy
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farming town, she's been flirting way too much-and with her own cousin, Marcus. Her friendship
with him has turned into something she can't
control, and he's the reason Jackie lost track of
her best friend, Ellie, who left for...no one knows
where. Now Ellie has been missing for months,
and the police, fearing the worst, are searching
for her body. Swamped with guilt and the
knowledge that acting on her love for Marcus
would tear their families apart, Jackie pushes
her cousin away. The plan is to fall out of love,
and, just as she hoped he would, Marcus falls for
the new girl in town. But something isn't right
about this stranger, and Jackie's suspicions
about the new girl's secrets only drive the wedge
deeper between Jackie and Marcus--and deepens
Jackie's despair. Then Marcus is forced to pay
the price for someone else's lies as the mystery
around Ellie's disappearance starts to become
horribly clear. Jackie has to face terrible choices.
Can she leave her first love behind, and can she
go on living with the fact that she failed her best
friend?
Tilt - Ellen Hopkins 2012-09-11
Love—good and bad—forces three teens’ worlds
to tilt in a riveting standalone novel from #1
New York Times bestselling author Ellen
Hopkins. Three teens, three stories—all
interconnected through their parents’ family
relationships. As the adults pull away, caught up
in their own dilemmas, the worlds of the teens
begin to tilt. Mikayla, almost eighteen, is overthe-top in love with Dylan, who loves her back
jealously. But what happens to that love when
Mikayla gets pregnant the summer before their
senior year and decides to keep the baby? Shane
turns sixteen that same summer and falls hard in
love with his first boyfriend, Alex, who happens
to be HIV positive. Shane has lived for four years
with his little sister’s impending death. Can he
accept Alex’s love, knowing his life, too, will be
shortened? Harley is fourteen—a good girl
searching for new experiences, especially love
from an older boy. She never expects to hurdle
toward self-destructive extremes in order to
define who she is and who she wants to be. Love,
in all its forms, has crucial consequences in this
wrenching story from Ellen Hopkins.
The Last of August - Brittany Cavallaro
2017-02-14
In the second brilliant, action-packed book in the
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Charlotte Holmes series, Jamie Watson and
Charlotte Holmes are in a chase across Europe
to untangle a web of shocking truths about the
Holmes and Moriarty families. Jamie and
Charlotte are looking for a winter break reprieve
in Sussex after a fall semester that almost got
them killed. But nothing about their time off is
proving simple, including Holmes and Watson’s
growing feelings for each other. When
Charlotte’s beloved Uncle Leander goes missing
from the Holmes estate—after being oddly
private about his latest assignment in a German
art forgery ring—the game is afoot once again,
and Charlotte throws herself into a search for
answers. So begins a dangerous race through
the gritty underground scene in Berlin and
glittering art houses in Prague, where Holmes
and Watson discover that this complicated case
might change everything they know about their
families, themselves, and each other.
The Vampire Film - Jeffrey Weinstock
2012-04-03
This introductory volume offers an elegant
analysis of the enduring appeal of the cinematic
vampire. From Georges Méliès' early cinematic
experiments to Twilight and Let the Right One
In, the history of vampires in cinema can be
organised by a handful of governing principles
that help make sense of this movie monster's
remarkable fecundity. Among these principles
are that the cinematic vampire is invariably
about sex and the vexed human relationship with
technology, and that the vampire is always an
overdetermined body condensing what a culture
considers other. This volume includes in-depth
studies of films including Powell's A Fool There
Was, Franco's Vampyros Lesbos, Cronenberg's
Rabid, Kümel's Daughters of Darkness, and
Merhige's Shadow of the Vampire.
How I Paid for College - Marc Acito
2004-09-07
A deliciously funny romp of a novel about one
overly theatrical and sexually confused New
Jersey teenager’s larcenous quest for his acting
school tuition It’s 1983 in Wallingford, New
Jersey, a sleepy bedroom community outside of
Manhattan. Seventeen-year-old Edward Zanni, a
feckless Ferris Bueller–type, is Peter Panning his
way through a carefree summer of magic and
mischief. The fun comes to a halt, however,
when Edward’s father remarries and refuses to
fan-art-sarah-tregay

pay for Edward to study acting at Juilliard.
Edward’s truly in a bind. He’s ineligible for
scholarships because his father earns too much.
He’s unable to contact his mother because she’s
somewhere in Peru trying to commune with
Incan spirits. And, as a sure sign he’s destined
for a life in the arts, Edward’s incapable of
holding down a job. So he turns to his loyal (but
immoral) misfit friends to help him steal the
tuition money from his father, all the while
practicing for his high school performance of
Grease. Disguising themselves as nuns and
priests, they merrily scheme their way through
embezzlement, money laundering, identity theft,
forgery, and blackmail. But, along the way,
Edward also learns the value of friendship, hard
work, and how you’re not really a man until you
can beat up your father—metaphorically, that is.
How I Paid for College is a farcical coming-ofage story that combines the first-person tone of
David Sedaris with the byzantine plot twists of
Armistead Maupin. It is a novel for anyone who
has ever had a dream or a scheme, and it marks
the introduction to an original and audacious
talent.
The Sky Is Everywhere - Jandy Nelson
2011-03-22
Jandy Nelson's beloved, critically adored debut
is now an Apple TV+ and A24 original film
starring Jason Segel, Cherry Jones, Grace
Kaufman, and Jacques Colimon. “Both a
profound meditation on loss and grieving and an
exhilarating and very sexy romance." —NPR
Adrift after her sister Bailey’s sudden death,
Lennie finds herself torn between quiet,
seductive Toby—Bailey’s boyfriend who shares
Lennie’s grief—and Joe, the new boy in town
who bursts with life and musical genius. Each
offers Lennie something she desperately needs.
One boy helps her remember. The other lets her
forget. And she knows if the two of them collide,
her whole world will explode. As much a laughout-loud celebration of love as a nuanced and
poignant portrait of loss, Lennie’s struggle to
sort her own melody out out the noise around
her makes for an always honest, often
uproarious, and absolutely unforgettable read.
Francesca of Lost Nation - Lucinda Sue
Crosby 2010
Francesca of Lost Nation is the story of a 59year old woman and her granddaughter, Sarah,
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during the summer of 1947 in Lost Nation, Iowa.
Together, these best friends beard an arsonist in
his den, conquer the skies and demonstrate to
one another the greatest truth about love.
To Be Perfectly Honest - Sonya Sones
2013-08-27
Can honesty lead to heartbreak if the truth is
subjective? A compelling novel in verse from
Sonya Sones. Fifteen-year-old Colette is addicted
to lying. Her shrink says this is because she’s
got a very bad case of Daughter-of-a-famousmovie-star Disorder—so she lies to escape out
from under her mother’s massive shadow. But
Colette doesn’t see it that way. She says she lies
because it’s the most fun she can have with her
clothes on. Not that she’s had that much fun
with her clothes off. At least not yet, anyway…
When her mother drags her away from
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Hollywood to spend the entire summer on
location in a boring little town in the middle of
nowhere, Colette is less than thrilled. But then
she meets a sexy biker named Connor. He’s
older, gorgeous, funny, and totally into her. So
what if she lies to him about her age, and about
who her mother is? I mean, she has to keep her
mother’s identity a secret from him. If he finds
out who she really is, he’ll forget all about
Colette, and start panting and drooling and
asking her for her mother’s autograph. Just like
everyone always does. But what Colette doesn’t
know is that Connor is keeping a secret of his
own…
Make Lemonade - Virginia Euwer Wolff
2006-05-02
In order to earn money for college, fourteenyear-old LaVaughn babysits for a teenage
mother.
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